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Mr. Chairman, Ladies & Gentlemen

Let me 'echo the words of Mr. Donnelly in welcoming our guests

and all the members of the Canadian Nuclear .industry to this

2ist Annual Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Association.

It had been my intention to speak to you this morning about

the state of the Association, about its strengths and about

the areas which in my view need strengthening. Events of

the past few weeks have caused me to change my original

plan and to speak to you instead about the state of our

industry. I would however, commend to your attention the

first volume of the proceedings of this conference where

you will find the reports of the Standing Committees of

the Canadian Nuclear Association as these should give you

a basic perspective of the state of the Association.

The surfacing of three studies of the CANDU industry during

the past few weeks and days has led me to change my presen-

tation this morning. Some of our members say that the timing

of these reports is detrumental to present efforts to export

CANDÜ reactors. I would remind you that two of the studies

have already been reported in the international nuclear press,

thus we have lost the opportunity to first discuss privately

the issues which they raise. Mr. Chairman it is NOT my in-

tention this morning to compare and contrast the findings of

these reports. Rather I want to use them to illustrate the
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varying perceptions of tin» future of CANUU vJiich they conï.nn.

Let me list the studios for you:

Last month many of us in this room received a copy of the first

study.I am refering to. It is a consultants1' report which has

been commissioned by a group of companies in Quebec. The Secor

study as it is called speaks to the present and future prospects

for the CANDU industry and a major restructuring of our industry.

Last Friday some Directors of the Association who represent

manufacturing companies heard about the second study when they

met in Toronto with a group of senior officials from the Dept.

of Energy, Mines and Resources who have co-ordinated an internal

Federal Government Review of the CANDU industry. This afternoon

here in Ottawa these same government officials are making the same

type of presentation to a group of environmentalists and

anti-nuclear spokesmen. On Wednesday, they will repeat the

presentation to senior officials of Canadian utilities, and

after that to provincial government representatives. The

intention is to present their report to the Minister of

Energy, Mines and Resources later this month. Their report

provides the Minister with a number of policy options but

does not make any recommendations.
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The third study was completed last Friday aftovnoon. The

Economic'Development Committee of this Association produced

preliminary results of an economic analysis of the whole

Canadian nuclear industry to the year 2000. This Associa-

tion study, includes present and future prospects for the

exploration, mining and milling of uranium in addition to a

detailed analyis of the CANDU industry.

This morning I would like to use this opportunity to brief-

ly discuss the study performed by the Economic Development

Committee and compare some of its assumptions with those of

the Secor and Federal reports. I will not speak about uranium

mainly because, the other two studies have not dealt with

the uranium industry.

At this point I would like to acknowledge the people responsibl-

for the CNA study. The Economic Development Committee is

chaired by Bill Durant of Canadian General Electric. He has

also given leadership to the task group working on this report.
N *****

The report however, would not have been possible without the

support of Ontario Hydro who made available to us a computer

modeling system in Herb Leng's department. I would like to

thank Herb Leng and his staff who have assembled the data and

massaged it through the Ontario Hydro computer system on

our behalf.
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In the interest of saving time, I would like to move dicoctly

to the first overhead projection which shows installed CANDU

capacity in megawatts as a function of time in years from 1980

to the year 2000 and beyond. The task group developed low -j >
CD

growth, probable and high growth scenarios and at my insistence

included a scenario they did not see as realistic, that is a

moratorium scenario in which no further CANDU reactors would

be committed. The red curve shows that we presently have a

world CANDU capacity of approximately 7000 megawatts and this

will grow with the commitments that we presently have to

18,000 megawatts by 1990. It is important to realize

that no scenario be it moratorium, low growth, probable or

high growth has any effect on this installed capacity until

after the 1990. I will return again to this point in a few

moments.

As you know, CANDUs have historically represented

5% of the world's nuclear capacity. Our low growth scenario

represents less than a 5% market share, our probable scenario

a 5% market share and our high growth scenario represent a

10% market share. By comparison, the Secor study suggests

that 32,000 megawatts will most likely represent the CANDU



installed capacity by the turn of th<; c, -ilury <snd I his

agrees quite closely with the CNA ostiiü.il o from the most

probable scenario. The Secor study arvjues for an inter-

nationaal high cost, high technology industry in which the

CANDU reactor must acquire 20% of the world market in order

to remain viable. Secor speaks to a much higher level of

market activity than the CNA's high growth scenario.

By constrast, the Federal study examines three scenarios.

The first of which sees no further CANDU orders being placed.

The second is a scenario where only two further reactors will

be ordered namely two 600Mw units for Roumania. This corresponds

to my moratorium scenario. Their third and most optimistic

scenario sees seven CANDU reactors being ordered before 1990

which corresponds somewhat to the CNA's low growth scenario.

These three groups working independly have forecast very

different futures for our industry. The,Woods-Gordon group

consulting for the Federal Study see a pessimistic low growth

future. The Secor Study looking to an international market

future argues for very high growth scenarios while a repre-

sentative CNA group have postulated a future lying between

these two extremes. '
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What are the economic implications of I ho vuiiouu si.v-n.J f ios.

Let us next look first at the total capital expendi1 ui os in

Canada resulting from the scenarios that the CNA has postulated.

I should point out that these data are based on constant 1981

dollars and the combined construction experience statistics

of Ontario Hydro, AECL, Hydro Quebec and Now Brunswick Electric

Power. At present we have an annual capital expenditure

of approximately 2 billion dollars. You are all aware that

we haven't had CANDU equipment ordered since 1978 and the

result of this will be a serious decline in capital expenditures

to less than 1 billion dollars per year in 1983. I would

emphasize once again that this will take place no matter which

scenario we postulate for the future of industry. Following

the moratorium scenario which includes the first

two units of the Roumania contract would see our nuclear

industry disappear by 1990. The low growth scenario which

to some degree matches the most optimistic scenario of the

Federal Study would not see a recovery of present day ex-

penditures until the end of this century. Our most probable

scenario sees a return to present expenditures by 1990 while

the high growth scenarios see such a return by about 1987.

I would now like to quiqkly look at manpower projections based

on the CNA scenarios. As you wouldvanticipate the curves

of job creation mirror quite closely the curves for. capital

expenditures. Presently we have some ^g QOO direct or 43
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total Canadian jobs dedicated to 1 ho construction oj: CAN.OU

reactors. No matter what course of action we take i.L ..ippoars

that employment will drop to approximately one-half its

present- level by 1983 and recover slowly following the

scenario of your preference .•=

As an aside let me comment on the type of data that will

be available from the Canadian Nuclear Association study

once it has been approved by our Board of Directors. We

have separated the domestic and the export programs and re-

combined them into a total program output. The capital

costs are subdivided into major equipment, bulk material,

labour, engineering, heavy water, a half fuel charge and

distributables , which includes such major items as interest

charges. We have evaluated capital costs in terms of

Canadian content, foreign content and the use of foreign

capital. Job creation has been broken down into manufacturing,

construction, engineering, heavy water and fuel categories.

Another subdivision has looked at direct and indirect jobs

associated with the industry. I expect that in the near

future the Economic Development Committee will publish these

important tables of data along with the series of assumptions which

went into their formulation and analysis. When combined with

the data on the uranium industry I feel that these data will

provide a valuable resource for further study.
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What insights can we gain from a quick analysis of these very

recent data. Once again, they remind us of the long time

horizon that we must have when viewing such mega projects as

the construction of nuclear reactors. The data suggests that

few decisions can be made which will reverse the trends that

we see for the industry in the next two or three years. As

we discussed this issue last Friday in Toronto, and searched

for those decisions that would help the short term problems

it was Walter Hibbins of Standard Modern Technologies who

summed up the feelings of the manufacturing group. He said

that we must with all speed conclude the orders for the first

two Roumanian units and for a second unit in Korea. His

reasons for concentrating on these two areas was based on the

fact that these negotiations are free of nuclear issues which

have already been settled and now depend solely on commercial

considerations. The group further agreed that on the 'domestic

scene a second unit for Point Lepreau in New Brunswick was

a reactor order which required the best efforts of governments

and the whole industry in order to put work into our factories.

In the medium term, that is the next few years when our actions

will determine which of these scenario pathways we will follow.

I take the view that the domestic market is still all important.
r

I say this, recognizing the importance of immediate export orders

to bridge the gap and further recognizing the Secor call for

internationalization of our industry. In my view, though,

the solid foundation for any scenario would be a new phase of
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growth in domestic reactor construction. This domestic

program requires the annunciation of firm policies by all

levels of government. They must spell out the role that

electricity is to play in the energy mix that will be required

for this country's future. Too many government reports dwell

at length on the future energy role of oil and gas and make

only a passing reference to the role of electricity. We

in this Association must strive to get government policies which

clearly define the key role that electricity can play in the

energy future of this country.

For the long-term, I feel it is essential that we as an industry

analyze the recommendations of the Federal review, the Secor

study, the report of the Economic Development Committee and

other such studies as we try to develop a high growth scenario

for the nuclear industry in this country.
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